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Car holder with induction charger Mcdodo CH-7620 (black)

Mcdodo Space Series 15W car charger
 The McDodo CH-762 is a fast-charging, wireless car charger with built-in smartphone recognition and a mirror array to dissipate excess
heat. It has a number of safety features to keep your device completely safe. The charger has two mounting options, so you can easily
mount  it  where  you  are  most  comfortable.  It  meets  global  standards  for  QI-type  chargers,  so  it  is  fully  compatible  with  phones  from
well-known manufacturers.
  
 
It will take care of your phone
 The charger has a smart clasp with a built-in battery capacitor, so as soon as you turn it on, the arms of the holder open to securely plug
in your phone, after which it is instantly charged. What's more, when you turn off the engine, the CH-762 will beep accordingly, so you
don't have to worry about forgetting to take your phone with you when getting out of the car.
  
 
Multiple security features
 The McDodo CH-7620 has an improved integrated mirror panel that efficiently dissipates heat, preventing your phone from overheating.
It features protection against overheating, short circuit, overcurrent, overcharging, and also recognizes other items.
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Easy installation
 The device offers two mounting methods. Thanks to a universal fastener, you can easily mount it in most standard air vents or on the
cockpit with a suction cup. The sturdy mounts will keep your phone in place even on rough roads, and the swivel arm will give you the
freedom to position the screen while driving.
  
 
Clear display
 The panel clearly lets you know what mode the charger is in. When turned on, a white logo appears on the panel, making it easy to plug
in  your  phone even in  the  dark.  A  red  light  shows standby  mode,  a  blue  light  means  your  phone is  charging,  while  no  light  says  the
device is off. The McDodo charger has added protection so that the device will automatically turn off if it detects another object.
  
 
Wireless, instant charging
 You don't have to worry about your phone discharging on a long trip. The CH-7620 charger will charge your phone to 50% in one hour.
Using 5/7.5/10/15 power, it works with smartphone brands Apple, Samsung, Huawei, etc. It has a Type-C input, making it compatible with
most available chargers.
  
 
Kit includes:
 Charging station Mounting bracket for mounting on the ventilation grille Suction cup for mounting on the cockpit USB to USB-C cable    
Manufacturer McDodo  Name Wireless car charger  Model CH-7620  Material fireproof ABS + PC  Input power 5V,2A/9V,2A/12V,2A  Output
power Max. 15W (support 10W/7.5W/5W)  Input Type-C    

Price:

€ 21.50
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